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Tales and Poems from Across the Commonwealth

  

Emma Butler is an award-winning English artist and illustrator based in Queenstown, New Zealand. She studied textiles at Manchester Metropolitan University, where she graduated with a first-class honours degree in 2001. She won the Best Use of Colour Award at the prestigious New Designers exhibition in London. She has 
travelled extensively in Africa and Australasia. Her work has been published in the 
United Kingdom and New Zealand and is exhibited in art galleries in both countries. Alice Curry assembled these stories when she was engaged as an academic adviser in children’s literature to the Commonwealth Education Trust. With a first-class degree in English from the University of Oxford in England and an award-winning doctorate in children’s literature from Macquarie University in Australia, Alice has published widely in the academic field of children’s literature. She is currently a director of 

an independent publishing company that specialises in high quality, culturally diverse 
books for children. As a seasoned traveller, she enjoys introducing folk tales and legends 
to new readers all over the world.

Praise for the first volume of A River of Stories:•   The Guardian Top 10 Children’s Fiction and Picture Books, 2011•   London Evening Standard Top 10 Books of the Year for Older Children, 2011
•   finalist for Communicator of the Year, NEXUS Commonwealth Awards, 2012
•   featured in SPLASH! ASIA: An Annotated Bibliography of Water-themed Stories 

from Asia published by the National Book Development Council of Singapore  
in 2013

•   inspiration for a ten-month performance and education programme run by the Glasgow dance company Visual Statement – performances were held  at a Commonwealth Day Observance at Westminster and the 2014  Commonwealth Games.

Reviews of the first volume of A River of Stories
“This is definitely one to savour.”

Outside in World

“… children and their teachers from even the tiniest Polynesian island will be able to say: I’m part of this. I am in this river of stories with millions of others.”
Adèle Geras, prize-winning author

 “A richly valuable and incredibly useful resource.”
Chris Brown, The School Librarian

“A River of Stories... brings together a vibrant heritage of storytelling ...you’ll want to read it over and over again.”
Annie Everall, Youth Libraries Group

The A River of Stories Natural Elements Series comprises  collections of stories and poems from each country of the  Commonwealth themed around earth, air, fire and water.

From tiny island to vast territory, each of the member countries of the Commonwealth of Nations has a vibrant heritage of storytelling. With a central theme of fire, this glorious collection brings together a tale or poem from each of the fifty-three countries of the Commonwealth. It complements the other three volumes in the series, with their themes of water, earth and air that together comprise the four classical elements recognised from ancient times across cultures.

Each entry sizzles with its own energy – whether relating the genesis of the sun or the origins of smoke, recounting the adventures of warriors dancing on hot coals or the bravery of heroes stealing fire from the gods. Together they are testament to the awe-inspiring power of fire across cultures and our enduring fascination with this most dangerous  of elements.

Emma Butler’s gorgeous illustrations unify these diverse tales and poems and complete a celebration of global storytelling that documents the meandering nature of tales that traverse continents.

Visit www.ariverofstories.com for further information.
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FIRE

From tiny island to vast territory, each of the member countries of  
the Commonwealth of Nations has a vibrant heritage of storytelling.  
With a central theme of the air, this glorious collection brings 
together a tale or poem from each of the fifty-three countries of the 
Commonwealth. It complements the other three volumes in the series, 
with their themes of water, earth and fire that together comprise the  
four classical elements recognised from ancient times across cultures.

Each entry turns our faces to the sun – whether describing the simple 
joys of flying a kite or being pushed on a swing so our feet touch the 
clouds, showing the magnificence of birds soaring across dawn skies 
or recounting the heavenly adventures of the sun, moon and stars. 
Together they capture the sense of magic inherent in that space between Earth and sky.

Julie Flett’s intriguing and beautiful illustrations unify these diverse 
tales and poems and complete a celebration of global storytelling that 
documents the meandering nature of tales that traverse continents.

Visit www.ariverofstories.com for further information.

UK £12.99

Julie Flett is an award-winning author, illustrator and artist based in 
Vancouver, Canada. Born in Toronto, she is of Cree, Métis Scottish, 
French and Inuit ancestry. She studied fine arts at Concordia 
University in Montréal and Emily Carr University of Art + Design 
in Vancouver. She is a winner of the Christie Harris Illustrated Children’s Literature Prize and was nominated for the Governor General’s Award for Children’s Literature for her book Owls See Clearly at Night (Lii Yiiboo Nayaapiwak lii Swer): A Michif Alphabet (L’alphabet di Michif). Her book Wild Berries / Pakwa Che Menisu was a First Nation Communities READ title selection for 2014–2015. In 2014, she became the first recipient of the Aboriginal Literature Award.

Alice Curry assembled these stories when she was engaged as an 
academic adviser in children’s literature to the Commonwealth 
Education Trust. With a first-class degree in English from the 
University of Oxford in England and an award-winning doctorate in 
children’s literature from Macquarie University in Australia, Alice has published widely in the academic field of children’s literature. She is currently a director of an independent publishing company that specialises in high quality, culturally diverse books for children. As a seasoned traveller, she enjoys introducing folk tales and legends to new readers all over the world.

Praise for the first volume of A River of Stories:
•   The Guardian Top 10 Children’s Fiction and Picture Books, 2011
•   London Evening Standard Top 10 Books of the Year for Older Children, 2011•   finalist for Communicator of the Year, NEXUS Commonwealth Awards, 2012•   featured in SPLASH! ASIA: An Annotated Bibliography of Water-themed Stories from Asia published by the National Book Development Council of Singapore  in 2013

•   inspiration for a ten-month performance and education programme run by the Glasgow dance company Visual Statement – performances were held  
at a Commonwealth Day Observance at Westminster and the 2014  
Commonwealth Games.

Reviews of the first volume of A River of Stories

“What a fabulous anthology!”
Marjorie Coughlan, Paper Tigers

“A River of Stories is a beautiful book …
it will be particularly fascinating for children.”

Pat Thomson, Carousel Magazine

 “A River of Stories celebrates the links forged
amongst people of the Commonwealth ...
and the power of stories to unite us all.”

Sue Murray, The School Magazine

 “… the perfect book for sharing and reading aloud 
as well as ideal for use in the classroom.”

Outside in World

The A River of Stories Natural Elements Series comprises  collections of stories and poems from each country of the  Commonwealth themed around earth, air, fire and water.
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Poonam Mistry is an Anglo-Indian artist and illustrator based in 

the United Kingdom. She has a BA Honours in Graphic Design 

and Illustration from the University of Herefordshire. Her highly 

decorative illustration style is influenced by the traditional stories of 

her father’s homeland, which he told her when she was a child.  

Her continuing love of folklore inspires her illustrations. In addition to commissions, 

she produces limited-edition screen prints and ceramics. Her work has been featured in 

the Inspiration Grid (www.theinspirationgrid.com).

Alice Curry assembled these stories when she was engaged as an 

academic adviser in children’s literature to the Commonwealth 

Education Trust. With a first-class degree in English from the 

University of Oxford in England and an award-winning doctorate in 

children’s literature from Macquarie University in Australia, Alice has 

published widely in the academic field of children’s literature. She is currently a director 

of an independent publishing company that specialises in high quality, culturally diverse 

books for children. As a seasoned traveller, she enjoys introducing folk tales and legends 

to new readers all over the world.

Praise for the first volume of A River of Stories:

•   The Guardian Top 10 Children’s Fiction and Picture Books, 2011

•   London Evening Standard Top 10 Books of the Year for Older Children, 2011

•   finalist for Communicator of the Year, NEXUS Commonwealth Awards, 2012

•   featured in SPLASH! ASIA: An Annotated Bibliography of Water-themed Stories 

from Asia published by the National Book Development Council of Singapore  

in 2013

•   inspiration for a ten-month performance and education programme run by the 

Glasgow dance company Visual Statement – performances were held  

at a Commonwealth Day Observance at Westminster and the 2014  

Commonwealth Games.

Reviews of the first volume of A River of Stories

“A beautifully produced book...

which will take children on a voyage of 

discovery from Botswana to Vanuatu.”
Jane Sandell, The Scotsman

“… a diverse feast of stories and poems ...

destined to become a firm favourite.”
Outside in World

 “There’s something on every page to enchant the reader.”
Adèle Geras, prize-winning author

 “A richly valuable and incredibly 

useful resource for schools.”
Chris Brown, The School Librarian

The A River of Stories Natural Elements Series comprises  

collections of stories and poems from each country of the  

Commonwealth themed around earth, air, fire and water.

From tiny island to vast territory, each of the member countries of the 

Commonwealth of Nations has a vibrant heritage of storytelling. With 

a central theme of earth, this glorious collection brings together a tale 

or poem from each of the fifty-three countries of the Commonwealth. 

It complements the other three volumes in the series, with their themes 

of water, air and fire that together comprise the four classical elements 

recognised from ancient times across cultures.

Each entry brings us closer to the natural world – whether inviting us to 

sit under the shade of a breadfruit tree or listen to the music of raindrops 

on leaves, regaling us with the hilarious antics of animals or recounting 

the genesis of islands or the naming of flowers. Together they provide a 

fascinating glimpse into the extraordinary planet we all call home.

Poonam Mistry’s intricate and beautiful illustrations unify these diverse 

tales and poems and complete a celebration of global storytelling that 

documents the meandering nature of tales that traverse continents.

Visit www.ariverofstories.com for further information.

UK £12.99
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From tiny island to vast territory, each of the member countries of the 

Commonwealth of Nations has a vibrant heritage of storytelling. With a central 

theme of water, this glorious collection brings together a tale or poem from 

fifty-four countries – each country a member of the Commonwealth at the time 

of first publication. It is now complemented by three further volumes in the 

series, with their themes of earth, air and fire that together comprise the four 

classical elements recognised from ancient times across cultures.

Each entry brings it’s own particular magic – whether describing the simple 

pleasures of the sound of the ocean or the sun on your face, recounting the 

cunning tricks of clever animals; or enchanting the reader with the exploits of 

kings and queens, gods and goddesses – together they provide an evocative 

picture, capturing the sights, sounds and flavours of a global community.

Jan Pienkowski’s dramatic and beautiful silhouettes unify these diverse tales and 

poems and complete a celebration of global storytelling that documents the 

meandering nature of tales that traverse continents.

Visit www.ariverofstor
ies.com for further information.
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“A truly remarkable and inspiring b�k.”

Annie Everall, Youth Libraries Group

“A richly valuable and incredibly useful 

resource for sch�ls.”

Chris Brown, The School Librarian

“A wealth of legend and contemporary observation ... 

likely to become a firm favourite with young readers.”

Marjorie Coughlan, Paper Tigers

“An eclectic co�ection where the children 

of the Co�onwealth can read their own 

stories and share the stories of other child
ren 

from a� over the world.”

Pat Thomson, Carousal Magazine

The                      Natural Elements Series comprises co�ections of 

stories and poems from each country of the Co�onwealth themed around 

earth, air, fire and water.

 

Jan Pienkowski was born in Warsaw in 1936. He came to England at 

the age of ten and was educated at the Cardinal Vaughan School, 

London, and King’s College, Cambridge. He worked in graphics and 

stage design, but telling stories through pictures is his preferred 

profession. Twice winner of the prestigious Kate Greenaway Medal 

for illustration, he has captured the nation’s heart with much loved characters, 

inventive pop-ups and with his dynamic design and dramatic silhouettes.

Alice Curry assembled these stories when she was engaged as an 

academic adviser in children’s literature to the Commonwealth 

Education Trust. With a first-class degree in English from the 

University of Oxford in England and an award-winning doctorate in 

children’s literature from Macquarie University in Australia, Alice 

has published widely in the academic field of children’s literature. She is currently a 

director of an independent publishing company that specialises in high quality, 

culturally diverse books for children. As a seasoned traveller, she enjoys introducing 

folk tales and legends to new readers all over the world.

Praise for the first volume of A River of Stories:

•   The Guardian Top 10 Children’s Fiction and Picture Books, 2011

•   London Evening Standard Top 10 Books of the Year for Older Children, 2011

•   finalist for Communicator of the Year, NEXUS Commonwealth Awards, 2012

•   featured in SPLASH! ASIA: An Annotated Bibliography of Water-themed Stories from 

Asia published by the National Book Development Council of Singapore in 2013

•   inspiration for a ten-month performance and education programme run by the 

Glasgow dance company Visual Statement – performances were held at a 

Commonwealth Day Observance at Westminster and the 2014 

Commonwealth Games.
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Reviews of the first volume of          

Education Resource: 

Overview
The A River of Stories anthologies and education resource are a combination of printed and digital materials. 

The overarching theme of this education resource is intercultural understanding.

The suggested activities have been designed for 9 to 13+ year-old students. Select or adapt the activities to 

align with your curriculum and to suit the learning needs of your students. 

The components of the resource are:

• themed activities

• literacy activities

• readers’ theatre activity

• audio

• video interviews.

Themed acTiviTies

Section One begins by establishing students’ awareness of themselves and their cultural identities, heritages 

and knowledges. The section highlights the importance of critically assessing the assumptions we sometimes 

make about cultural others. The activities introduce some of the key concepts that are used throughout 

the resource. In this section, the texts in A River of Stories serve as comparison to students’ own lives 

and experiences.
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Section Two explores two key concepts in more depth: social and environmental change, and cultural 

continuity. In this section, the texts in A River of Stories provide a springboard to explore some of the 

challenges that face Commonwealth countries, such as water security, the transformation of landscapes 

and inequality, as well as themes of resilience, survival and cultural continuity. The issues-based activities 

provide opportunities to explore multiple perspectives to consider and negotiate responses to local and 

global challenges. 

Section Three emphasises the importance of storytelling traditions as avenues for cultural continuity, cultural 

expression, creativity and resistance. A selection of video interviews explores authors’ thoughts about their 

stories and poems in A River of Stories. The activities encourage students to see the texts as life sources and 

as important forms of expression – rather than curiosities, fictions or fantasies. Students consider what each 

story and poem offers the world in practical and creative ways. The texts and the interviews in this section 

also serve as stimuli for students’ own creative writing as a form of personal expression.

Note: All texts used in the themed activities have audio support. Some of the identified texts are also used 

in the literacy activities. These texts are indicated by the initials of the comprehension strategy (in brackets) 

following the name of the country of origin.

LiTeracy acTiviTies

The literacy activities are informed by research evidence about the importance of literacy engagement, 

knowledge and self-awareness to students’ success in education, and in life. The activities include explicit 

instruction for teaching and learning comprehension strategies – as tools for students to become self-aware 

and critical readers.

A River of Stories texts can be read to, with and by students. The texts offer opportunities to discuss and 

practise each comprehension strategy. Graphic organisers for each strategy assist students to think, talk and 

write in response to the texts. 

The comprehension strategies are:

• Making connections (MC)

• Asking questions (AQ)

• Visualising (V)

• Drawing inferences (DI)

• Determining important ideas (DII)

• Synthesising information (SI)

• Monitoring comprehension and repairing understanding (MCRU).

While the activities relate to selected texts from A River of Stories, the strategies can be applied to any text. 

Suggestions for further opportunities to explicitly teach the comprehension strategies are also offered in the 

themed activities and are indicated by the initials bracketed above. 

Example: In Section Two, students are asked to investigate an extreme natural event. The quality of students’ 

conceptual understanding about a topic is enhanced when students are able to use comprehension strategies 

to access meaning from unfamiliar texts, particularly when they are independently researching a question.

The purpose of the literacy teaching and learning activities is not to teach comprehension strategies in 

isolation, but to teach them explicitly as key aspects of knowledge that good readers need to understand a text.

readers’ TheaTre

Readers’ theatre is a presentation of a text read aloud by two or more readers. Using readers’ theatre to 

adapt and present texts in classroom contexts builds students’ critical thinking, fluency, vocabulary and 

comprehension.
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This resource provides guidelines for teachers and students to adapt a text from A River of Stories into a 

readers’ theatre script, which can then be performed by students in front of an audience without costumes, 

props or scenery.

video inTerviews

The video interviews (with a selection of contributors to A River of Stories) provide teachers and students with 

different perspectives of the stories and poems. The interviewees talk about themselves, discuss their writing 

or illustrations and give their thoughts about the power of storytelling.

audio recordings

Forty audio recordings of texts from across the four anthologies have been provided to support readers to 

access the voices and ideas in the texts. The audio recordings also support the themed activities and the 

literacy activities.

approaches To using A RiveR of StoRieS

The Commonwealth Charter states “diversity and understanding the richness of our multiple identities are 

fundamental to the Commonwealth’s principles and approach”. This resource supports the charter’s principle 

of “tolerance, respect, and understanding” about diversity through four approaches: 

• conceptual understanding 

• intercultural competence

• literacy learning

• inquiry-based learning.

These approaches have been derived from international research about effective teaching practice. Together, 

these approaches:

• push beyond learning factual information about different cultures to develop deeper 

understandings of different perspectives and values, and ways of expressing them

• encourage looking further than what is easily and immediately observable about other 

cultures (looking beyond “the tip of the iceberg”) 

• promote an appreciation for cultural others as similar, equal and connected to ourselves.

Each section of the themed activities indicates links to these four approaches to understanding diversity.

concepTuaL undersTanding abouT diversiT y 
Each themed activity brings together selected stories, poems, illustrations, audio texts and videos that focus 

on one or more concepts that are strongly linked to cultural diversity and the principle of “tolerance, respect 

and understanding”. 

Concepts are abstract ideas contained in one or two words, such as “diversity”, “human rights” or 

“sustainability”. They are rich resources for learning because concepts are often not easily defined and are 

understood in different ways by different people and groups. The open-endedness of concepts encourages 

students to appreciate multiple cultural perspectives and develop their imaginative and critical thinking. A 

concept-based approach enables teaching and learning about diversity to go beyond “surface” information 

and facts about culture.
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The key concepts explored in this resource include cultural identities, heritages and knowledges; connections 

to place; social and environmental change; values; perspectives; cultural continuity; and sustainability. These 

are not the only concepts relevant to A River of Stories. Teachers are encouraged to identify other concepts 

that relate to their selected texts and to explore those concepts with students.

Students’ conceptual understanding about diversity deepens when they: 

• clarify what concepts mean and understand the different ways they can be viewed

• make connections between concepts

• apply concepts to issues, people’s perspectives and their own lives

• transfer concepts across contexts.

Example: The activities in Section One demonstrate how revisiting and building on concepts, such as 

“culture” or “cultural identities”, helps students to deepen their understanding about diversity. The activities 

take students from a simplistic understanding of culture to recognising the complexities of culture and 

cultural representation.

inTercuLTuraL compeTence 
Dimensions of intercultural competence can be explored by engaging with the texts in A River of Stories. The 

themed activities encourage students to consider their responses to the texts, including ways that they could 

take action through communication, dialogue and participating in their own communities. 

Intercultural competence is not simply the ability to understand and appreciate diversity; it has a strongly 

active dimension, including the ability to navigate and negotiate difference. 

“Intercultural competence is a combination of attitude, knowledge, understanding, and skills 

applied through action, which enables a person, either singly or together with others, to: 

 – “understand and respect people who are perceived to have different cultural 

affiliations

 – “respond appropriately, effectively, and respectfully when interacting and 

communicating with such people

 – “establish positive and constructive relationships with such people

 – “understand oneself and one’s own multiple cultural affiliations through encounters 

with cultural difference” (Huber and Reynolds, Council of Europe, 2014, p. 16).

Responding to the texts and taking action brings responsibilities with it. UNESCO (2013) notes that:

“Taking into account the impact of one’s words, deeds, and beliefs on those who reside in 

other cities, states, and countries, has become an essential element of behaving responsibly 

in the modern world. Intercultural citizenship relies upon conciliating multiple identities and 

contexts simultaneously, assumes the ability to engage in intercultural dialogues respecting 

the rights of cultural others, and ideally becomes one step toward promoting peace” (p. 16).

Example: Section One, Activity 10 builds intercultural competence by encouraging students to think carefully 

about how they could welcome and talk with visiting speakers from different cultures. In doing so, students 

are not just learning about diversity – they are practising building relationships with cultural others. 
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LiTeracy Learning

There are three cornerstones of literacy learning for students and their teachers. All students will improve 

their literacy skills if they:

• are engaged, confident and motivated to read and to express themselves in writing, 

media and drama

• have a breadth of reading and writing, across fiction (including poetry) and informational 

texts, to build a broad vocabulary and understanding about the world 

• receive explicit teaching of skills and strategies, including comprehension, critical thinking 

and digital capability. 

Critical literacy is more than students’ functional interaction with texts. It involves their ability to read and 

change their world through texts. If teachers wish to know more about critical literacy, one well-known 

approach is the Four Resource Model (Luke & Freebody, 1999). It emphasises students’ critical engagement 

with texts, defining students as text participants, users and analysts.

inquiry-based Learning

Inquiry-based learning enables students to pursue questions that are meaningful to them and to actively 

construct meaning, rather than just being given facts and information. The activities in this resource focus on 

students using local knowledge to make connections to their own contexts, and each section of the themed 

activities can be developed further by students pursuing questions and lines of inquiry of interest to them.

Example: Section Two, The Changing Role of Women, Activity 3 involves students in investigating a woman 

in their community. Students are encouraged to do research that draws out an understanding of women’s 

roles, responsibilities and experiences.

The activities particularly develop students’ abilities to inquire into their own and others’ viewpoints, values 

and perspectives in order to study social and environmental issues at local and global levels. The activities 

develop three further common aspects of inquiry: 

• gathering, organising and analysing information

• decision making and action

• reflecting and evaluating.
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